
Goolmangar, 843 Pinchin Road
Substantial Rural Holding, &lsquo; Lone Pine '

Welcome to &lsquo; Lone Pine &lsquo;. A rural lifestyle opportunity for those
looking for something to get stuck in too. Combining 100.6 hectares ( 248.588
acres approx. ) of plateau, ridge, flats and valley country. This is a property that
provides many options for the astute buyer looking for larger acreage in the
area. The property is in two titles which is being sold as one or each lot can be
sold separately if required with a DA approved boundary adjustment in place.
The original farmhouse is set back up the ridge and away from the road ensuring
absolute privacy and seclusion. Additional outbuildings offer space for storage
of farm machinery, art studio, or for family or guests when they stay and much
more. There is your own private valley with its own creek with basalt base that
flows through the property. Perfect for a dip or a place for the kids to camp and
explore. There are numerous dams across the property for livestock support as
well as the creek. Previously run as a diary, the farm currently runs beef cattle.
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There are two mature mango orchards which aren&rsquo;t currently being
farmed but there are are certainly options for further horticulture if required with
a mix of fertile soil profiles across the property. The northern block has a fantastic
plateau with outstanding views and would be a great homesite or perfect for Eco
style cabins ( STCA ) if you desire. The property is located within 25minutes drive
to Lismore for all your essential requirements and approximately 11mins to The
Channon and approximately 1hr to Byron Bay. For further information or to
arrange an inspection contact Geoff Venn M: 0405760536, E:
gvenn.lismore@ljh.com.au
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